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Freud discovered that there are depths in the mind we are not

aware of. He declared that there is a subconsciousness that retains

thoughts, emotions, attitudes, frustcations, disappointments, and

hatreds. He discovered that when a man becomes very angry and upset

about something it may k permanently affect his physical condition

and this affect may last a long time, even though the cause of it

is often completely forgotten. Only after discovery and removal of

the cause can the physical effects be entirely removed. When Freud

first presented this idea he was laughed at and ridiculed. Medical
scientists
science scoffed at him, yet eventually his belief in the ex

istence of the z subconscious became widely supported and today

it is the basis for all modern psychology and psychiatry. It is

recognized that our ideas, attitudes, emotions and inhibitiona even

if deeply buried in our subsconscious mind, can have far-reaching

physical results. A physican once said to me, he thought that 90%

of a human physical ailments are actually psycho-psomatic, that is

to say the result of emotions or thoughts buried deep in the sub

conscious mind.

I'm rather inclined to think that is somewhat exaggerated. yet

it shows how far medical science has gone, and all medical science

has gone a very long distance in crediting the tremendous effects

to be given == of the results o be expected of the subconscious.

Freud was scorned and ridiculed when he said there was such a thing

as a subconscious mind in which these causes could be buried, yet

Paul had said nearly 2000 years ago that the Spirit searches the
and makes intercession

heart/with regard to groanings that we cannot utter.

How wonderful it is to have the Spirit of God as our psycho

analyst! How wonderful it s to know that the Spirit of God is

ready to serve the Christian by searching his heart and finding
the hatreds, the emotions, kk± the disappointments, the frustrations
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